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Abstract:
User agents or devices, i.e. personal computers, mobile terminals, etc., participate in ID-WSF transactions in various ways. This document specifies profiles for some cases where user agents or devices act as an ID-WSF entity, i.e. execute software that implements at least parts of the ID-WSF specifications.
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1. Notation and Conventions

This specification uses schema documents conforming to W3C XML Schema (see [Schema1-2]) and normative text to describe the syntax and semantics of XML-encoded messages.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119]. These keywords are thus capitalized when used to unambiguously specify requirements over protocol and application features and behavior that affect the interoperability and security of implementations. When these words are not capitalized, they are meant in their natural-language sense.

Namespaces

- The prefix disco: represents the namespace defined in [LibertyDisco].
- The prefix sa: represents the namespace defined in [LibertyAuthn].
- The prefix sec: represents the namespace defined in [LibertySecMech].
- S: represents the namespace defined in [SOAPv1.1]
2. Overview

The ID-WSF specifications define a number of protocols that enable any party to act as a Web Service Consumer, a Web Service Provider, or both. When user agents or devices wish to act in these roles, some particular issues need to be addressed and hence additional specifications are useful to guarantee interoperability. The Liberty Alliance specifies the ID-WSF Authentication Service by which a WSC on a user agent or device may authenticate to an identity provider, and LibertyPAOS to enable a user agent or device to act as a WSP. Also, whenever a WSC or WSP acts as a user agent it typically represents only a very small number of users, hence there are some particular considerations regarding privacy.

User agents and devices that send or consume protocol messages specified in the ID-WSF (ID-FF or SAML) specifications are called Liberty enabled User Agents and Devices, abbreviated as LUAD. The defining characteristic of a LUAD is that it is closely associated with one user (or a few users, such as a family); the LUAD represents that user. This is very different from a web-site that acts as WSC or WSP and may represent thousands of users. In addition, a LUAD is often, but certainly not always, not a highly-available HTTP server, unlike web-site based WSCs and WSPs.

To illustrate some of the issues we briefly sketch out a scenario where a LUAD acts as a WSC in a typical ID-WSF setting. The following, as well as the remainder of this document, assumes familiarity with the Liberty ID-WSF specifications, especially the Discovery Service and Security Mechanisms.

Any WSC that wishes to contact an ID-WSF WSP requires a Service Instance Endpoint Reference and often some security tokens. A WSC typically obtains these from a Liberty ID-WSF Discovery Service (discovery service). However, the discovery service is a WSP too, so for the WSC to make a request to the discovery service, it needs a <disco:ServiceInstanceEPR> and tokens needed for the discovery service.

A WSC can get such discovery service specific information when it acts as an SP during a single-sign-on transaction using SAML (or ID-FF); the identity provider can insert in a response an <AttributeStatement> containing the necessary information to contact the discovery service. This process is informally known as "bootstrapping ID-WSF" (see [LibertyDisco]).

But a LUAD-WSC is not a web-site that acts as SP. So when the LUAD-WSC needs to contact the discovery service it needs somehow to contact a party that can issue the <disco:ServiceInstanceEPR> and tokens needed. Here we recommend that the LUAD-WSC obtains this information through the Liberty ID-WSF Authentication Service ([LibertyAuthn]) offered by an identity provider.

The identity provider will need to authenticate the LUAD – this is similar to the identity provider authenticating Principals that use a browser. As the LUAD-WSC is not a full-blown browser, however, it may not be able to present a login form.

The identity provider and LUAD should use a protocol for authentication. The use of [LibertyAuthn] is recommended for this purpose.

Once the LUAD-WSC can make requests to the discovery service it can ask the discovery service for descriptions and tokens for a particular identity service type (a WSP). If the WSP that is referred to in the discovery service response requires security tokens, the discovery service will create such tokens. Normally such tokens include a providerID for the WSC and require that the WSC can authenticate as that provider to the WSP, perhaps by signing the request with a particular key. A LUAD-WSC however does not have a providerID, as a providerID could compromise the privacy of the LUAD user: the LUAD-WSC would show the same providerID to various WSPs allowing the WSPs to collude about the LUAD-WSC and hence about the user. Thus the content of security tokens should be profiled for various situations.

In summary, this document then specifies how LUAD implementations should utilize the various Liberty Alliance specifications in order to enable particular scenarios while ensuring a high degree of interoperability, security and privacy. The following sections specify and discuss profiles for particular uses of a LUAD. Note that in each section, profiles are defined for both the LUAD as well as for the providers that (wish to) interact with the LUAD.
3. LUAD-WSC Profile

A LUAD-WSC will often need to authenticate to a provider; for example when that LUAD-WSC wants to make a request to a discovery service. The discovery service may have been set up to require a security token; web-site based WSCs typically obtain such a token during a authentication transaction with an identity provider associated to that discovery service. But with a LUAD-WSC there may not be an associated browsing session, hence no interaction with an identity provider has occurred and the WSC cannot have a valid security token for the discovery service. In another typical scenario the WSP is not an ID-WSF WSP, i.e. not an "identity providing" service but an "identity consuming" service (here we abbreviate those non-ID-WSF Web Service Providers as \( wSP \) to indicate that these are a subclass of SPs). A LUAD-WSC that requests service from such wSPs may need to obtain SAML (or ID-FF) authentication assertions that will be presented as security tokens to the wSP.

As the LUAD represents at most a few users, the LUAD should not use a single authentication identity towards different providers. To achieve the required level of security and privacy the LUAD and provider must carefully choose the authentication mechanism and nature of credentials.

A LUAD-WSC implementation must adhere to the following rules:

1. The LUAD-WSC SHOULD avoid being traceable across providers. Hence, the LUAD SHOULD NOT authenticate to different providers using a single credential.
   
   **Note**
   
   This implies that if a LUAD-WSC employs message level confidentiality protection, different signing keys should be used in communication with each individual provider.

2. If a LUAD-WSC is required to authenticate to a provider directly, because it does not have or cannot obtain security tokens, the LUAD-WSC SHOULD authenticate using \[ LibertyAuthn \].
   
   **Note**
   
   This applies to situations where the LUAD itself needs to assert its identity to a provider – typically only when a LUAD authenticates to an identity provider. In most cases a LUAD-WSC can obtain (bearer) security tokens from a Liberty ID-WSF Discovery Service and would include these tokens in the message to the WSP.

3. A LUAD-WSC SHOULD use the ID-WSF Authentication Service specified in \[ LibertyAuthn \] to obtain security tokens from an identity provider; these tokens can then be used when submitting a \(<\text{disco:Query}>\) to a Discovery Service.

4. A LUAD-WSC that wishes to interact with a WSP SHOULD support at least the \[ urn:liberty:security:2005-02:TLS:Bearer \] security mechanism as specified in \[ LibertySecMech \].

**Note**

Note that these rules do allow the LUAD to authenticate to a provider using a client certificate. However, that same certificate should not be used to authenticate to another provider. For example a LUAD-WSC could use its certificate to authenticate to a discovery service or an identity provider (to both if both interfaces are offered by one provider) but not then to another WSP.

### 3.1. Rules for WSPs that offer service to LUADs

ID-WSF compliant WSPs that register with a discovery service SHOULD support at least the \[ urn:liberty:security:2005-02:TLS:Bearer \] security mechanism as specified in \[ LibertySecMech \].

### 3.2. Examples

See \[ LibertyAuthn \] for examples of interactions of a LUAD-WSC.
4. LUAD acting as WSP

A WSP that is deployed on a LUAD is again not very different from a network WSP. One issue for a client-WSP is reachability: a LUAD is typically not acting as a HTTP/SOAP server, may be behind a firewall, and does not have a fixed IP address.

A second issue is that a LUAD-WSP, by definition, offers service for only one, or a few, Principals. Hence, the LUAD-WSP cannot have a service provider identity. Normally a WSP needs to offer a providerID and metadata that WSCs use to construct requests. A LUAD-WSP should not have a providerID and hence cannot publish metadata. Metadata and signing keys make the client traceable to different WSCs, compromising the privacy of the LUAD user.

Note

A Liberty ID-WSF Discovery Service hosted on a LUAD has to satisfy additional rules (see next section).

4.1. LUAD-WSP profile

A LUAD-WSP must adhere to the following rules:

1. It is RECOMMENDED that LUADs that are not normally reachable expose ID-WSP web services over LibertyPAOS

   Note

   Note that future versions of the ID-WSF specifications may include SOAP bindings for alternative approaches, such as SIP.

2. The LUAD-WSP SHOULD avoid being traceable. If the WSP uses message level confidentiality protection, different signing keys for communications with different WSCs SHOULD be used.

3. As the LUAD-WSP is not an entity different from the Principal it represents, it should not have a providerID. A discovery service cannot issue a Service Instance Endpoint Reference for entities that do not have a providerID. Hence, A LUAD-WSP SHOULD NOT register with a Discovery Service.

An ID-WSF WSC that requests services from a LUAD-WSP must adhere to the following rules:

1. If authentication of the WSP is needed it is RECOMMENDED that SP/WSCs authenticate the LUAD-WSP using SAML (or ID-FF), presumably before making an ID-WSF request to the PAOS-exposed WSP.

See [LibertyPAOS] for an example of interaction with a LUAD-WSP. Another example is given in Section 5.
5. LUAD implementations of a Discovery Service

A LUAD implementation of a discovery service, i.e. a LUAD-DS, can be useful as a discovery service can inform parties in its immediate proximity about identity services for the user of the LUAD. For example a LUAD-DS could inform a mall entrance about a personal profile service, or inform a parking exit about a payment service. As with any LUAD-WSP implementations there are some issues around traceability of the client, but in a discovery service these problems are more important as a discovery service very likely must issue signed security tokens to parties that subsequently will submit those tokens to a WSP.

5.1. LUAD-DS Profile

An ID-WSF discovery service that executes at a LUAD must adhere to the following rules:

1. The LUAD-DS implementation SHOULD adhere to the rules defined for LUAD-WSP implementations.

2. The key that the LUAD-DS uses to sign security tokens SHOULD be unique for each WSP that registers with the LUAD-DS. The LUAD-DS SHOULD inform the WSP about the key when the WSP registers with the LUAD-DS, i.e. the LUAD should include the key in the disco:ModifyResponse as specified in [LibertyDisco]. When the LUAD-DS sends key material it MUST ensure Transport Layer Channel Protection, and in the presence of intermediaries MUST also ensure Message Confidentiality Protection, using one of the mechanisms specified in [LibertySecMech].
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